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ABOUT

The Kind Tribe is a wellness lifestyle destination edited and
founded by Sydney-based Blondetrepreur and healthy lifestyle
enthusiast Lauren Wright.
The Kind Tribe is really the culmination of the ideas "create
something you wish existed" and "do what you love." Well, here
we are. Now our Tribe is growing into a community of passionate
individuals, offering the latest on anything that can make an
improvement and positive impact on our everyday lives.
Our articles range from product reviews to interviews and
collaborations to new discoveries in the fields of wellbeing, food
and entertainment.
Thank you for taking the time to learn more.

OUR AUDIENCE
12,621
Instagram followers

5,100
Webpage views

56%
Mobile views

79%
Female visitors

56%
Australian audience

44%
25 - 34 Years of age

The Kind Tribe’s target
market are energetic
males and females with a
keen interest in new
products, locations and
knowledge to add to their
lives.
Ranging from students to
young professionals, new
mothers and older, our
readership covers a widespan of demographics, all
with one thing in common
– they love to learn and try
new things.
They are young
professionals with a love
of health, fitness,
wellness, enriching
experiences and
socialising.
They are influential in their
social circles and are early
adopters of new products
and ideas.

CONTENT
The Kind Tribe focuses on
products, food, places, events,
interviews and lifestyle within the
wellness world.
Everything presented on our
website fits within the scope of
our Kindness Kriteria, so readers
know that the content on The
Kind Tribe website is aligned with
our brand beliefs and ethos!

TKT content includes: product reviews, restaurant and cafe
announcements, events, wellness knowledge, collaborations and
interviews.
Our most popular posts include our Kindness Spotlight Q&A's– a
rundown style interview with inspiring guest and well-known friends of
the Tribe, Cafe Society reviews of local eateries and recipes, as well
as other regulars including our Must Haves, a collection of our
favourite products, Mark Your Calendar events, The Need to Knows
which feature a wide range of wellness lifestyle information and
regular specialty articles from a wide range of contributors.
We use a light-hearted conversational tone of voice to encourage
smiles, engagement and to communicate a level of authenticity with
our readers and followers.

COLLABORATIONS
Option 1
Instagram and social media
posts, mentions,
shout-outs, content and
giveaways
Prices starting from $250

Tailored to suit the brand and
budget, sponsored content can
range from social media posts,
collaborative advertorials and
feature eNewsletters to
giveaways and promotions and
ambassadorships.

Option 2

Each sponsored collaboration is
treated uniquely so please get in
touch to discuss some ideas for
your needs and budget.

Custom website content
and editorial features,
promotions sponsored
posts and
ambassadorships

Option 3

Prices starting from $500

Have it both ways!
Custom website feature
articles with a corresponding
social media post
Prices starting from $600

We love working together with
other like-minded brands to
spread their word to our Tribe
of readers. We’d love to
collaborate or help you
promote your next campaign.

LET'S CHAT
Want to talk to the Tribe?
Have your people get in touch with our people. We’d love to learn
more about you and what makes you or your brand tick! Please feel
free to get in contact with us via email, facebook, instagram or directly
through TKT.

email
facebook
instagram
twitter

lauren@thekindtribe.com
/TheKindTribe
@thekindtribe
@thekindtribe
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